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Spring, 1952 
You are beginning what we hope will be a pleasant experience 
—reading your 1952 Accent. But before you form your own 
opinions, we should like to explain why we think this a unique 
edition. 
This year a drastic cut in our budget and a phase of creative 
inertia have reduced us to only one issue—a limited one at that. 
Consequently, as our cover suggests, the editor's lot has not been 
without its problems in trying to bring you an Accent in the tradi-
tion of its predecessors. 
We believe, however, that we have succeeded in presenting a 
varied collection of interesting and enjoyable material. All of our 
contributors are now attending the University, with the exception 
of two—Inga Huber, a Swedish student of last year, and Stewart 
Patterson, a former student, who, in spite of serious illness, has 
kept alive the creative spark. 
On the other hand, we sensed a certain staleness in tradition 
which led us to add a new flare with our satire on the Moccasin's 
superlatives, dedicated to the idea that such honors are slightly 
questionable. But allow us to clear ourselves immediately by as-
suring you that any resemblance between actual Moccasin superla-
tives, either living or dead, and the creatures within our pages is 
purely a matter of opinion—yours, of course. 
May the sparks we have gathered serve to kindle greater 
fires. 
The Editor 
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BEST DRESSED GIRL 
She was voted unanimously by all the men on the campus as "The 
Girl with the Most Appealing Wardrobe," to which she modestly 
replied, "Oh, it's really nothing." 
WELCOME BACK! 
By Sylvia Smith 
NEW YORK; Pulling into dock . . . Americans all on top deck. . . . Women smartly dressed—but already the same-ness; suits and nylon blouses, high heels, small hats 
everywhere you look. . . . You pass the Statue of Liberty. Every-
one takes pictures. Foreigners just look and look, a bit bewildered, 
but calmer in general than the Americans. 
Docking. Customs : "All right, lady, who you waitin' on ? Show 
them passports . . . Chattanooga, now ain't that cute ? Didn't they 
ever teach you to move along down there, honeychile ?" 
Oh, no, it couldn't be that bad—that jarring, grating im-
patience of voice and doing of obnoxious duty. 
Landing: Last few words of French spoken to ship's porters 
who bring off your suitcases and books, mandolin and chianti 
bottles. Then there you stand, on a concrete pier, surrounded by 
millions of faces you suddenly don't know. And you're just like 
all the rest, waiting in the custom's line for your belongings to 
be searched. You see friends waiting behind the iron railing. And 
after a slender eternity of more grating voices and many tears on 
the inevitable parting with boat friends you leave the pier ; you 
walk down the steps, telling fast and at first eagerly, all that has 
befallen you. 
There's a ride out to New Jersey with the kind friends who 
were there to meet you when you arrived. 
"You've been away a year now, bet you've learned a lot ! But 
aren't you glad you're back? Yes, we knew you would be. 
But just hope France isn't in the stew this country's in. Why, 
we're going straight down . . . now if McArthur doesn't get 
back to power . . . ." 
Then you realize you're really not listening, you in the back 
seat with all the suitcases, you there looking at this new-old 
America. You were expecting the big buildings, the factories. You 
remembered the miles of railroad, stretching insidiously and nec-
essarily everywhere without soul . . . And the billboards : for a 
while you had been able to forget their blatentcy and frequency, 
but here they leap up again; for this is America, a different eco-
nomy ... (people hate carpers) ... you're not saying anything, only 
thinking, and remembering now the miles and miles of highway in 
Normandy and Brittany where the trees go hand in hand with the 
miles, bearing them along . . . Soon it would be country here . . . 
Yes, country filled with houses, everyone sprouting a television 
aerial, whether chicken house or mansion . . . Accept it : this is the 
way people do things in your country. 
(5) 
You're jarred out of your musing suddenly by the turn of the 
conversation in the front seat. Your host, a good hearted man, 
says: 
"Yes, we're thinking of moving down to a little place in South 
Carolina. It's a good, all American community—no Jews." 
NO JEWS—ALL AMERICAN—bells ring. You can't believe 
what you've heard. You're not really angry, only hurt that so 
soon you had to see this side . . . Your best friend for a year had 
been Jewish. You had shared your heart and soul with her . . . All 
who knew her had loved her; you loved her . . . Yet she, only one, 
and he the unthinking speaker, only one. 
America is big. America is beautiful. America is making you 
cry. You say nothing; yet thoughts give no peace when they are 
alien to the thinker. 
Days pass . . . You are home. You can listen to the radio now 
without cringing. 'Advertising is necessary to our way of life' . . . 
The million-times interrupted radio programs seem almost to 
symbolize the million broken links of a civilization; the starting 
cries of animals. 
Home: Friends . . . adjustment. 
"Know it was grand, but aren't you glad you're back ?" Yes 
of course, aren't you glad, aren't you glad? . . . After all, a person 
can get strange ideas if he stays over in one of those foreign 
countries too long . . . 
"Nothing like the home-town, is there? You must have lots 
to tell . . . How were the cigarettes ? Do they really eat enough 
over there? I bet you bought lots of dresses" . . . 'No', I say, 'books 
instead' . "Oh" (look of utter dejection), "well, of course, they'll 
last longer . . . Well, I must hear about it—sometime—(giggle). 
Know you're glad to be back" (giggle). 
AND I AM ! 
(6) 
THE INNOVATOR 
By Alice Newell 
I want a language made 
of thin steel blades 
and when the edge is set 
I'll carve my testament, 
leaving my plans 
to the old garbage man 
who cleans up after fate 
• who'll take them for my sake. 
DESTINATION 
By Barbara Salsbury 
A riderless horse, black as night, 
Silhouette in silver from the white moonlight, 
Prancing, dancing, backward glancing, 
Seeing in the glare of the moon's bright flare 
The rolling terrain which is his domain. 
The giant steed, full drawn in speed, 
Stretched his stride up the mountain side, 
Sighing, crying, onward flying. 
Flowing to the crest of his soul's deep breast ; 
Throbbing heart and burning brain, 
Torn by fear and wretched pain. 
Onward still, and upward ever, 
Dying, dying, dying never; 
Forward into light revolving, 
Light to see his soul's evolving, 
Nearer now than ere before, 
Closing up the backward door, 
Wildly racing out the night, 
Headlong into golden light, 
Where valiant struggles cease to be, 
And which no eye shall live to see. 
(7) 
ACHTUNG! MINEN! 
By William Rye Bell 
T 0 FULLY APPRECIATE the valor of the incident I am about to tell, the reader must have some knowledge of the construction and lethal powers of the S anti-personal 
mine, nicknamed the Bouncing Betty, because of its actions. 
Of all the infernal weapons employed by the Germans this 
was probably the most dreaded. From bombing, strafing, and ar-
tillery fire the soldier could avail himself of a certain amount 
of protection, but the S mine was an ever present menace. To 
seek shelter in a ready-made fox-hole was often to invite dis-
aster, for the Germans had a nasty habit of planting these mines 
in just such places. 
The S mine was different from other anti-personal mines in 
that it did not explode the instant it was stepped upon. Rather, 
the main explosion did not come at this time. When pressure 
was applied there was a light explosion accompanied by a slight 
"pop." This explosion set off a device that was timed to cause 
another after four . seconds. The second explosion was a great 
deal more violent than was the first and was designed to hurl 
the main body of the mine straight up out of the ground and 
into the air to a height of about fifteen feet. Upon reaching the 
zenith of its flight the main explosion occured ; whereon 350 
steel pellets were shot outward and down in all directions. Any-
one within 25 or 30 yards was almost certain to be killed. This 
feature made the S mine much more lethal than other types 
in which the main explosion took place under the ground. These 
latter types could seldom be expected to do more damage than 
blow off a foot or at the most kill the unlucky man who stepped 
upon one of them. 
It was, of course, possible to locate these mines, provided one 
had a mine detector available and a man who was experienced in 
their operation. As this was hardly ever the case, the ordinary 
soldier had to look out for himself and trust to blind luck. In 
heavily mined areas, the Corps of Engineers was often called 
upon to clear a path. Experts at this sort of work, they usually 
did a fine job. 
Our gun position was on the outskirts of Schmid, Germany, 
in the Hurtgen Forest. 
Schmid had at one time been a village with a population of 
perhaps one thousand persons, but now there was no one in it 
except a few American soldiers. This village had already changed 
hands five times, and as a result, the area around it was literally 
honeycombed with mines, about half of them being our own. 
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It was an unseasonably warm February day and a group of 
us were loafing around near the CP when Gentile, our switch 
board operator, stuck his head out of the basement of the ruined 
house in which he had been at work and yelled, "Hey you fellows! 
A call just went through to the medics. Some more fellows just 
stepped on another mine." 
"Know what outfit they were from?" I asked. 
"A Battery!" was the reply. 
At that moment we saw a jeep barrell down the road and 
head toward us. It bore the white and red cross of the Medical De-
tachment. As it slid to a halt the driver, Cpl. Spinachhio, called 
out in an excited voice. 
"Hey Sarge ! How's about giving me two or three guys for 
stretcher bearers ? Couple of A Battery men hurt down the 
road in a mine field !" 
This speech was accompanied by a great deal of hand waving. 
Spinachhio could have been effectively gagged by having his 
hands tied. 
"How come you can't get no stretcher bearers from A 
Bat'ry ? It's their men what's hurt, ain' it ?" asked Pvt. Lattimer, 
afraid no doubt that he might be called on to perform the onerous 
job. 
"Wha'sa matta wit'cha ? Yuh crazy already ? A Battery's 
been under counter battery all day. I wouldn't go over dere for 
nuttin!" 
"Okay, Spinach !" I said, and turning to our men continued, 
"I need three volunteers. I'll take Hammerstein, Birnbaum, and 
you, Lattimer." 
"I ain't heerd mah self doing no volunteering," argued Lat-
timer, a loose-jointed North Carolinian. 
"Aw, come on, Lattimer. It'll be good training for you," 
chimed in Birnbaum with his stock remark for all occasions. 
"Trainin' fer whut ? I ain't no damn pill roller, am I?" 
"That will be enough, Lattimer ! Load up your boys and let's 
go," I said, and we all proceeded to crawl into the jeep. I sat in 
the front seat with Cpl. Spinachhio and aid man Pfc. McGraw. 
The others piled into the back seat and we were off, with the tires 
' slinging mud in all directions. 
McGraw was a giant of a man although he was only 23 years 
of age. He stood six feet, four inches and weighed 220 pounds. 
His dark hair and features along with his high cheek bones often 
led people to the conclusion that he was an Indian. His actions, 
too, and laconic manner of speaking furthered this impression. 
An ex-college medical student and former pro football player, 
he was one of the best liked men in the battalion. Less than a 
month before he had, at the risk of his own life, gone into a 
mine field and rescued a wounded man from almost certain 
death. He had been praised for his courage by some and cen-
sured for his foolhardiness by others who felt that it was the 
job of the Engineers to rescue men in mine fields. 
About a mile from our GP we were flagged down by Lemons 
of the medics. 
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"Corporal, the Captain said for you to stay right here till 
he gets back with the Engineers. He said not to try to get those 
men out by yourself." 
"How long has he been gone ?" inquired Spinachhio. 
"'Bout thirty minutes. He oughta be back 'fore long. It's only 
three miles to the water DP and they oughta be some Engineers 
there." 
"Is either of those two men still alive ?" It was the first word 
that McGraw had spoken other than his greeting when he had 
first entered the jeep. 
"Yeah. Both of them were just a minute ago. I looked just 
before I heard you boys coming." 
McGraw had picked up his aid kit and stepped out of the 
jeep when Cpl. Spinachhio stopped him. 
"Where you think you're goin', McGraw ?" 
"To see what I can do to help those men, Spinachhio." 
"What'sa da mat ! huh ? Yuh wanna be a hero yet maybe. 
No? 
"No Spinachhio. I just feel that it's my job. That's all." 
"Look McGraw ! Da Captain done gave orders for us to stay 
here already." 
"He ordered you. Not me." 
"Its all 'a da same yet. He did'n know you was coming is all. 
I ain't forgot the chewin' fie gim'me last time yuh pulled that 
kind a stunt." 
"While we stand here talking those men may bleed to death." 
And with that last remark McGraw started off in the direction 
that Lemons had indicated. From where we were sitting the two 
wounded men were not visible. We piled out of the jeep, removed 
the two stretchers from their racks, and started after McGraw 
—all of us except Spinachhio, who had explicit orders to remain. 
On topping the rise in the terrain we saw two olive drab 
clad figures lying almost in the center of a field that was about 
two hundred yards across. McGraw was halfway to them, and 
despite the grim warning that had been overlooked by the Ger-
mans in their hurried retreat, he walked along in the casual man-
ner of a suburbanite taking the dog for a stroll. 
The warning was a painted sign near the edge of the field. 
It consisted of a skull and crossbones with the lettering, "Aucht-
ing ! Minen!" under the picture. It was the conventional method 
used by the Germans in marking their mine fields to keep Ger-
mans from stumbling onto their mines, and in the regular course 
of events should have been removed when they retreated. Since 
the two wounded men had entered the field from the opposite side 
they had failed to see it. 
McGraw was not within 15 or 20 yards of the wounded men, 
both of whom showed signs of life at his approach. One of them 
even managed to pull himself up to a sitting position. 
"Take it easy. "We'll have you boys out in a jiffy." We heard 
McGraw call to them. 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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MOST INITIATED 
The envy of the campus! He went from fraternity to fraternity, 
pledging one, being initiated, and then pledging another. What 
fun! He didn't seem to mind the suffering, in fact, he was prac-
tically insufferable. But alas ! On the day he finally decided to 
become active, he became inactive. His last words were : "Darn it! 
I never did try the Independents." 
And then it happened! 
There was a slight "pop," barely audible where we were 
standing but at the sound every man in our group threw himself 
to the ground. All except me. I will never know what power held 
me erect, but I could not have fallen if my life had depended on 
it. It almost did, too ! 
My eyes were riveted on McGraw. At the sound he started 
as if to run and then—deliberately placed his foot back into its 
original position. Those next four seconds must have seemed 
like years to McGraw for without a d^ubt he had recognized the 
sound for what it was — the first of the series of three that 
take place in an S mine. 
Had he chosen to run there might have been a slight chance 
of his escaping, providing he did not step on some other mine 
while fleeing; but if he had escaped the two wounded men would 
have certainly been killed by the air explosion of the Bouncing 
Betty or S mine. By standing on top of this mine he caused both 
the second and third exxplosions to take place under ground 
and thereby lessened their extent of destruction a thousandfold. 
Neither of the already wounded men received a scratch although 
they were less than 15 yards from where McGraw was standing. 
McGraw lost an entire foot and part of his left leg. He had 
strength enough to apply a tourniquet ; and when the Medical 
Captain arrived about ten minutes later McGraw was calmly 
chewing a stick of gum. 
Engineers who had followed the Captain soon cleared a path 
to the wounded and all three of them were on their way to the 
base hospital in less than 15 minutes from the Captain's arrival. 
"Well boys, that's one way of getting out of the Army," said 
Hammerstein, "They can't use a one-legged man." 
"That's right," concurred Lemons, "Old McGraw will have 
it made now. He'll be sent straight back to the States. No more 
of this dirty stinking ETO for him." 
"Yuh can say 'dat again, brudder !" was Spinachhio's con-
tribution to the nervous flow of conversation. "Mack'll have a good 
looking nurse and be eating off a real table 'ile we're still stuck 
in this lousy damn hole." 
"They kin give this damn country back to the Indians, fer 
as. I'm concerned," allowed Lattimer. 
"I suppose some day McGraw will be awarded a medal for 
that deed, if he is lucky enough to survive. He sure lost a lot of 
blood though," stated Captain Dickinson. 
"Yeah, and he kin take that medal and a nickel 'n git a cup 
of cawfee neerly any place, too!" growled Lattimer. 
"Lattimer's about right for once," said the Captain. "Soldiers 
who expect the public to remember them for long after this thing 
ends just don't know the public." 
"I don't give a damn about them remembering me after the 
war. I just want them to remember me now," said Hammerstein. 
"I've been due to go home on rotation furlough for five months 
now." 
"That's okay, Hammer. This is good training for you in case 
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you are ever drafted." This last remark from Birnbaum, of 
course. 
"It's going to take more than just a draft board's notice 
to get me back in this man's army if I ever do get out. I'll hide 
out, next time they want me, so far back in the woods that it'll 
take radar to find me." 
There was a break in the conversation as we arrived at the 
small group of vehicles. Then Hammerstein spoke. 
"No kidding, fellows, McGraw may not have it so rugged. 
What with sulfa and these other new drugs he ought'a come 
through okay." 
"That's right," agreed Birnbaum, "and they tell me they 
can make an artificial foot out of this new plastic, that you can't 
tell from the real McCoy." 
"Yeah, and he'll be able to go back to school under • the GI 
Bill and maybe get to be a doctor yet," said Lemons. 
"You mean providing we win the war and not the Germans," 
interrupted Hammerstein. 
"Well, we sure ain't going to win it standing here and 
shooting the breeze," I told them. "Mount up and let's get back 
to the Battery." 
We clambered into the jeep and started back down the muddy 
and pock-marked road. Far in the distance I saw the ambulance 
that had picked up McGraw top the crest of the ridge, pause for 
a second, or so it seemed to me, and then plunge out of sight on 
the other side. I wondered if I would ever learn the fate of this 
man who had been quite willing to give his own life in an attempt 
to save a couple of complete strangers. 
September 5, 1950 
Today I finally learned the rest of the story. This is the 
fourth annual reunion of our old army outfit and the first of 
them that I have been able to attend. The site of the reunion is 
Evansville, Indiana, and headquarters for it, the Vendome Hotel. 
As soon as my wife and I had registered I headed straight 
for the hotel bar; not for a drink, for I am not much of a 
drinking man, but because I knew that was the logical place 
to look for most of the old bunch. As a stepped into the bar the 
first person I saw was Joe Hammerstein. 
All the events of that evening and the ensuing day and night 
are part of another story. The thing with which we are con-
cerned is the story of McGraw. From Hammerstein I soon learned 
that McGraw had survived and was doing fine. Once again he 
was back in medical school and was due to graduate the following 
year. He was now well fitted with an artifical foot and able to 
walk quite well. Of course he would never be able to play football 
again, but as Spinachhio used to say whenever he thought a man 
was asking for too much—"Wat'ch expect? Eggs in your beer"" 
(13) 
EVERYBODY CRITICIZES ART! 
FROM ALL THE PEOPLE 
By Fred M. Arnold, Jr. 
Everybody! and everybody's brother 
Has something or other 
To say about art. 
They babble ; and without realizing 
Just what they're criticizing, 
They tear it apart. 
Though the laymen and the folk who would be patrons— 
Aged gents and pompous matrons— 
To the galleries flock, 
It's amazing how litt!e concentration 
Attends their observation 
Of Picasso or Braque. 
It's disturbing to hear them start a volley 
Of discourse on the folly 
Of Dali or Manet ; 
And it seems the first to stamp their foot on 
All our dreams have never put on 
A smock or a beret. 
Blase critics can be trite and quite prosaic 
In describing a mosaic, 
A Van Gogh, or a Gauguin ; 
While for hours they will sit and try to ferret 
Out some morbid mental merit 
In the style of Cezanne. 
I am certain the world we're not impressing 
By the things that we're expressing 
In plaster and paint, 
When from many the most they can elicit 
Is nothing more explicit 
Than "queerish" or "quaint". 
I can't figure all this critical commotion 
By appealing to emotion 
We happened to start. 
We were earnest, but apparently instead 
We have reached the public's head 
And not their heart. 
And each in his own way 
Has something he must say— 
It may be batty, 
It may be catty, 
It may be smart. 
(14) 
BETTY CO-ODD 
The title of "Betty Co-Odd" goes this year to Pinky Brown. Her 
favorite literary magazines, besides the Accent, are Digest the 
Reader and the Saturday Evening Roast. She was such a scholar 
(always cramming someone or boning for an exam), that one of 
the University's less brilliant students, Oscar White, asked her 
to take an exam for him. That's why we'll always remember Pinky 
—she passed for White. 
MYSTIC THREE AND SEVEN 
By Bettie Joe Stroble 
0  UR ANCESTOR, primitive man, was a creature ruled by superstitions. Every act of his life was pitted against the elemental forces of nature, which he had not yet 
learned to control, even partially. 
How natural, then. that when there were occurrences in-
volving numerical coincidences he began to regard certain num-
bers with a feeling of awe—a feeling which has persisted down 
through the ages to involve even our own so-called enlightened 
era. 
What, we may ask ourselves, is a superstition ? It is a belief 
which has survived from a period when it was founded on im-
perfect knowledge or faulty reasoning, and which has since been 
proved to be false or unfounded. 
It is apparent that the superstition with which certain num-
bers are regarded is very ancient, for we know that thousands of 
years ago man felt awe at their mystery and implication, even 
building philosophies, like the Pythagorean, around them. Through 
countless ages has flowed a belief that fortunes are tied up with 
numbers, particularly if they be three, seven or nine (a multiple 
of three). 
It strikes one as rather strange that superstitions seem al-
ways to surround "odd" numbers, rarely, if ever, "even" num-
bers. One of the ideas which has been associated with this is 
that even numbers are soluble, therefore ephemeral, feminine, 
earthly. On the other hand, odd numbers are indissoluble and 
therefore, masculine, celestial. Perhaps this explains our regard 
for them ! 
Did you ever notice how often these masculine numbers occur 
in our daily life? Three cheers for the football hero! Three de-
mands are made for payment of borrowed money before un-
pleasant action is taken. Marriage banns are called or published 
three times. How many of our games make use of the mystic 
three. One to make ready, two to get set, and three to go ! Three 
strikes and out! 
Yet, on the other hand, three is universally accepted to be 
lucky. How often do we or our acquaintances shrug our shoulders 
and say, "Oh, well, third time's charm." Three is the numerical 
expression of the triad, the triangle, the tau cross, all of which 
are symbols of life. 
The magic of three is allied with every major religion the 
world has known. Ancient Greece recognized Three Furies, Three 
Fates, Three Graces, and paid homage to Nine Muses (Note the 
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multiple of three). The godhead of the Babylonians was three-
fold — Anu, Ea, and Bel, and the Assyrians — Arshur, Anu, 
and Hoa. The Brahmins today have their Brahma, Vishnu, and 
Shiva. We of Christianity have our Trinity—Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost; our Holy Family—Mary, Joseph, and Jesus; and 
our three crosses of Calvary. 
In ancient times three was symbolic of numerous things; for 
example, the trisula, of which the trident is a form, is of very 
great antiqutiy. Neptune's trident, to cite an example, is thought 
by some to symbolize the third place that the sea holds, coming, 
in the scheme of things, after heaven and air. In the Pythagorean 
system the number three stood for meditation, atonement, and 
completeness—the beginning, the middle and the end. To the 
Hebrews the number nine was symbolic of and equivalent to truth. 
There are numbers of superstitions concerning three preva-
lent in our society today, but I shall mention only two. There is 
the belief that if an accident occurs there will be three accidents 
before the streak of ill luck ends, or that if a person dies in a 
village the death will be followed by two others very shortly, 
totaling three. 
We've all heard that it is bad luck for three people to light 
cigarettes from the same match. And if you don't think anyone 
is superstitious, try seeing which of your friends refuse the 
third light. You'll find there will be quite a few who will. This 
superstition is thought to have originated in war, stemming from 
the fact that if three men lighted cigarettes from the same match, 
it gave the sharpshooters time to spot the victim on the first 
light, aim on the second, and fire on the third. Thus ill luck was 
certain to result for at least one of the three ! 
Seven is joined down through the ages to many things — to 
attempted scientific explanations, to philosophies, and to re-
ligions. Next to three it seems to have caused the greatest 
amount of mystic interest in the minds of the ancients. It has 
even continued down to the present time, as witness the dice 
shooter who says, "Seven come eleven!", in an attempt to invoke 
the help of "Lady Luck." How far removed he is from the ancient 
Hebrew to whom seven represented perfection or completion, 
and yet how allied ! 
The ancients conceived of a universe in which the earth was 
the center with seven heavenly bodies around it—the Moon, Mer-
cury, Venus, Sun, Mars. Jupiter and Saturn — and the seven 
bodies surrounding earth were worshipped as the seven great 
gods. The Pythagorean philosophy of numbers represented the 
entire cosmos by the number seven—three representing the deity 
and four the world, thus god and the world. 
Many beliefs have sprung from the old mysticism of seven, 
many continuing down to the present time—that a seventh son 
can cure diseases and a seventh son should be a doctor, that 
the seventh child is always lucky, that the seventh son of a 
seventh child is possessed of a second sight and an ability to 
foretell the future, that a seventh child can immediately stop pain 
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in a burn by laying his or her hand on it. 
There is a curious superstition which still exists in some 
parts of Britain and which was formerly prevalent in many parts 
of the country. It is that every seven years both body and mind 
undergo a complete change. Because of this belief not too much 
attention was paid to ailing or recalcitrant children, for it was 
believed that the ills would be solved when they reached the age 
of seven years, or in older children the ages of either fourteen or 
twenty-one. How pleasant to believe that! 
And so one might go on endlessly naming man's numerical 
superstitions—superstitions which have arisen out of an ignorant 
and primitive past. People exist today whose lives are burdened 
with dangerous superstitions, rooted in the past. If you don't 
believe it, you have only to look at our pseudo-scientific fortune 
tellers, to view our police court records of the charlatans who 
play on the fears of the ignorant. Superstition is yielding slowly 
to the gradual rise of the average intelligence. One wonders if 
man will finally unloose himself from the bonds of superstition, 
or will he be forever shackled to the ancient quagmire of primitive 
mysticism ? 
LAST SPRING WAS YEARS AGO 
By Bill Carson 
Twas only last April that laurel bloomed, 
Daffodils were yellow. 
But it seems that 
Last Spring was years ago. 
Graduation came and seniors marched, 
Hearts were gay. 
Yet it seems that 
Last Spring was years ago. 
Who cares if days are numbered, 
Months come in twelves. 
I give thanks that 
Last Spring was years ago. 
Then, if we use as measure, 
All things that transpire 
In time endless. 
Last Spring was years ago. 
(18) 
HUBBY OF HANDSOMENESS 
A marriage major, he tried to drop the course but couldn't afford 
train fare to Reno. 
DEADLINE DECISION 
By George Lane Foster 
E SAT THERE behind his desk, a bitter smile twisting his 
mouth and his eyes staring unseeingly out across the 
city room. He did not see the other reporters hastily 
typing leads on last minute stories. He did not hear a headline 
editor repeating aloud in a monotone synonyms for "death" vainly 
searching his vocabulary for a way to spell it with seven letters. 
He did not hear the rhythmical clicking of the teletype, nor did 
he hear the city editor yelling for a story to fill the right hand 
column of page one. All his eyes percieved were the hands of the 
clock, ten-fifteen — forty-five minutes 'till deadline — forty-five 
minutes to make his grim decision. 
He, James Madison, suddenly snapped his fingers and leaning 
forward and rolled a piece of copy paper into his battered Royal. 
His fingers seemed to fairly sweep over the keys, then slower and 
slower until finally they stopped altogether; then he leaned forward 
and savagely ripped the paper from the typewriter, hastily rol'ing 
it into a wad and hurling it into the wastebasket. He couldn't do 
it. He simply could not write it. He leaned back in his swivel chair, 
picked up his long since forgotten cigarette from the ash tray, and 
inhaled deeply. Then he let the smoke trickle out through his nose 
—that helped a little, and slowly his mind cleared and he began to 
think. 
His mind wandered back to the graduation ceremony at 
Columbia ; he remembered the speaker's closing remarks, "And 
remember, young gentleman, that truth must come before all. 
The public by the faith it displays in the American newspaper is 
entitled to accurate, concise representation of facts no matter 
what the cost." Words, words words, those. That speaker had no 
idea of "cost." That day only three years ago seemed dim and far 
away. The speaker meant well but after all the public would be 
none the wiser if Mr. Banks was given only a few more days. Mr. 
Bank's kindly but weak face slowly turned into that of his daugh-
ter. James smiled: how distinctly he remembered the softness of 
her deep brown eyes, how vividly he recalled the perfect beauty of 
her face outlined by soft brown curls, and how sweetly her voice 
had sounded as she murmured, "Yes, Jimmy, I love you, I think I 
have loved you from the first time we met." 
Bitterly he recalled how he waited there on the terrace.as she 
had gone to her room to fix up before going out, and even as she 
left he had heard the voice of her father carrying clearly on the 
soft night air, "But if I return the seventy-five thousand - - -" 
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here his thoughts broke off sharply. A spy, a dirty low-down spy, 
any person that would take advantage of a conversation overheard 
in a friend's home wasn't fit to judge "truth." By what moral or 
ethical standard could he, James Madison, say that this is truth? 
It must be reported ; but it did no good. Hundreds of hard-working 
"little people" had money tied up in Transportations Limited Inc., 
theirs was the right to know about the rottenness of its president; 
but couldn't they find out through regular legal channels? But 
the law didn't know that Mr. Banks had invested $75,000.00 of 
company money in private stock that had failed—only he, James 
Madison, a poor stumbling newspaper reporter knew it. He re-
membered the quick check he had made with Mr. Banks' broker 
and at the court house. It had been so easy to prove when you 
knew what to look for, and now he had it, all he had to do was 
write it—write it ; and streamers across page one could declare 
the corruptness of one of the city's leading citizens—write it and 
and Ben Johnson, good old Ben, his city editor and the man who 
had given him his start in newspaper work would have the scoop 
that would put him out in front in circulation, write it and receive 
the thanks of the hundreds of "little people." Write it and be a 
heel, a spy—write it and spend ten years thinking of the man you 
put behind bars, write it then and never see Mary's kindly 
eyes again. He sank forward, his head dropping into his arms, and 
as he fell his eyes lit upon the slogan printed in a small box high 
in the left hand corner of yesterday's paper, "to print the news 
without fear or favor." He read it again, and again "fear or 
favor," "fear or favor." The words echoed through his mind. 
Swiftly he rolled the paper into the typewriter, and began to 
type. "Harrington M. Banks, president of Transportations Limited 
Inc., today was found—" he wrote on and on, never reading what 
he had written knowing full well it was perfect, his best news 
story. Then it was over, and he scribbled high in the left hand 
corner "Madison—Embezzlement—suggested position page 1." 
Slowly he walked toward the city desk ; almost reverently he 
gently laid the story in the editor's hands and slowly turned away 
without a word. His walk was steady, and in his mind was a 
glorious image of him carrying the sword of truth upward, the 
Champion of the "little people ;" and then it was dashed away ; and 
he realized that he was merely another of the many dusty "little 
people" who did their jobs, year after year, to the best of their 
ability. 
And over in the corner the voice of the headline editor droned 
on in his monotone, counting letters on his fingers, "now what is 
a six letter word for fear, D-R-E-A-D. . ." 
(21) 

MISS-USED. SEE? 
Her unusual college career began when she walked into one of the 
jaintors' closets, thinking it was the registrar's office. She was 
immediately mistaken for a mop, in which capacity she remained 
until her sophomore year, when an unsolicited toenail test revealed 
her to be suffering from "scoured scalp," resulting in the loss of 
her hair. But then her talents were turned into more useful chan-
nels in the role of a plunger, which accounts for her over-developed 
jaws. Now, thanks to her, all the sinks in the science, art, and 
home economics departments are free from clog. At the time this 
picture was made, her face was flushed. Her favorite song is 
"Singing in the Drain," from the Broadway production, The Sink 
and I, by Oscar Hammerpipe. She's the only girl who can whistle 
it all the way through in one breath. Isn't she lovely ? Her teeth 
are like pears—she found them in a dive. 
FADING FOOTSTEPS 
By Jerry Brown 
IT IS A DARK, brooding, and misty afternoon. The large, onyx colored clouds are floating low over the city. They seem to 
engulf the row of shabby pawn shops on the sooty side street. 
A saucy breeze is playing gaily with the price tags on the wrinkled 
suits hanging in front of a paint-scarred pawn shop. 
Nick, the owner, is leaning against the worn door frame which 
has some large simulated leather bags, a small, black hat box, and 
a few tiny overnight cases stacked carelessly to one side. 
With hands behind his back, Nick impatiently looks up the 
almost deserted street. Then he turns and gazes toward the stiff, 
silent traffic light. Crossing his short, squat legs, and folding his 
stubby arms across his chest, Nick glances at the buildings across 
the quiet street. "Where can Freddie be?" 
While shifting his weight from one leg to the other, the pro-
prietor swings his arms stiffly through the moist air. 
"Oh, why don't he hurry up ?" questions Nick. Chewing vig-
orously on his gum, Nick pushes up his glasses and rubs his eyes. 
He yawns. 
"Where can Freddie be ?" With arms still folded the vigil is 
resumed. Cocking his head to one side, the tiring prospector looks 
once more toward the distant bus stop. 
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Crossing his feet and resting against the door frame again, 
Nick glances at a newspaper which blows into view. Being near-
sighted, Nick cannot make out the headings. Nothing exciting, he 
supposes. 
Again his mind returns to the same questions. "Where can 
Freddie be ? Why don't he come on now ?" 
Restlessly, he resumes his waiting, repeating all the same 
fumbling movements so familiar to him. 
"Hello there," comes a crackling voice breaking through the 
misty air. 
Nick whirls around. His mind is full of anxiety and hope. "At 
last he has come. Where could he have been ? Should I be put out 
with him or should I show my gladness ?" These thoughts pass 
through Nick's mind as his body turns. 
"Are you ready to—oh, I thought you were—" Nick's voice 
drops as his heart sinks even lower. "What can I do for you to-
day ?" 
"Oh, I'm lust sorta lookin' around. I thought I might see 
some watches," retorts the newcomer. 
Nick leads the old gentleman into the dusty shop. They stop 
at one of the short, glass-topped showcases. 
"Here's a nice little number — 17 jewels — 14 carat gold —
matching band.' 
"No, no. that's not quite what I wanted." 
"How about a Swiss-made dandy ?" 
"Here's a nice little Benrus." 
"No—that's not exactly—uh—." 
The customer turns and goes over to the other counter. 
"Why don't you leave? Nothin's pleases you. Freddie may get 
here any minute now. I wanna be ready when he gets here." These 
thoughts pass through Nick's mind as the old man gazes at the 
new assortment. 
Yes, sir, that's a real special watch," Nick reveals as the pent 
up emotion of waiting begins to take the form of tearing irrita-
tion. 
"No, that's still not exactly what I—" the graying browser 
stops his flow of words and stands looking downward as if in 
meditation. 
"Why don't you buy somethin' or get out of here ? I haven't 
got all night to fool with you. You're just like an ole hen cluckin' 
'round her eggs. I'm sure I don't want yuh to make your nest here. 
Freddie'll be here any minute, and I'll have to go." The old man 
could not have guessed that those were the thoughts passing 
through Nick's mind by the forced expression of pleasantness on 
Nick's face. 
"Oh, uh—," the old fellow never completes the statement. 
Nick stands fixedly and stars at the timepasser. "Oh, hell, make 
up your feeble mind." Nick's thoughts become more forceful. 
"Nothin's here that interests you ?" asks the tired owner. 
"No, no, I guess not. I'll come back later." 
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The agony brought on by the visitor begins to grow and tear 
a t Nick's stomach. His muscles tighten and then grow lax. "Oh, 
dammit, come on!" 
Back to the weathered door-way trudges Nick. "Hell, where 
is he ? Dammit ! What could have happened ? No, no, he'll be on the 
next bus. That'll be in ten or fifteen minutes. Sure, sure." 
The wiggling of the runaway newspaper attracts Nick's eye 
again. "Guess I could look at that paper for a few minutes," thinks 
Nick. "No, my eyes are too tired. I know—I'll go upstairs and talk 
to Annie. Yeah, that'll help pass the time faster." 
Nick locks the old weather-beaten door and then paces the 
few steps that separate his door and the tailor's stairway. He looks 
carefully once more toward the distant telephone pole which 
marks the bus stop before entering the dark corridor. The long 
flight of scuffed wooden steps lay in front of him. The sound made 
by Nick's feet on the stairs rises toward Annie's room. 
Inside her room Annie is seated before the window at her low, 
hobble-legged table sewing buttons on an ancient gray vest. At the 
same time she is glancing at the evening newspaper which has 
just been delivered. She notices an article on the front page just 
below the headlines. Her mouth forms the words as she reads the 
heading and the article : 
"UNIDENTIFIED YOUTH, 14, HIT AND RUN VICTIM." 
"The only means of identification found on the youth was a 
mangled silver identification bracelet. The side on which the name 
was engraved was scarred too badly to read the engraving. On the 
underside, though, was the inscription : "Good luck, always—An- 
nie." The tragic accident took place on 	 ." 
Anne nearly runs the needls through her finger when she sees 
the details and the statement about the bracelet. The vest drops to 
the table as the needle falls to the oily, brown floor. 
She thrusts her clenched fist to her open mouth while her 
large eyes stare emptily toward the suddenly horrible paper. "No, 
no, it can't be." Her lips quiver, and her breath comes in long sor-
rowful gusts. "I can't believe it. It's just too horrible," she gasps. 
The sound of footsteps from the hall corridor breaks into An-
nie's mind. She jerks her terrified eyes toward the door and sees 
the small, brass knob slowly turning. The drab door creeps open 
and reveals Nick. 
In a single second Annie quickly slips the paper under the 
clothing on her work table. "I can't act too nervous," she tells her-
self. 
"Why, hello Nick. How's everything today. Not doing much 
business, huh ? Un, just come up to talk ?" She rattles on trying 
not to appear nervous. 
"Oh, I'm just waitin' on Freddie. He's a little late. I'm sure 
he'll be on the next bus, though. We're gonna have a good time 
tonight. You know we've always had good times. It seems like 
only yesterday that he caught his first fish."• Nick is off again on 
one of his stories. "The little skipper was only 'bout six. I'll never 
forget that day. Freddie had been sittin' on the rocky shore near 
Glenhaven holdin' his little pole out over the water patiently for 
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'bout an hour. He got thirsty and went after a drink of water. 
While he was away, I slipped down to where he's been sittin' and 
tied a "minner" on the end of his line. Jumpin' up and down with 
excitement and squealin' with delight, the little feller scampered 
up the hill holding the fish in front of him like a banner. 'Look. 
look. Oh, daddy, looky. I caught a sardine. I caught a sardine.' You 
know, I still laugh when I think of it." 
"Yessir. he was quite a kid." 
"Yeah, he sure was." Annie struggles to hold back her tears. 
"What's the matter, Annie? Don't you feel good? Want a 
drink of water?" Nick starts toward the tarnished iron faucet 
jutting out from the stained sink. 
"I'm all right. I guess I'm just tired." 
"Yeah, sure. You wanna get your work done. I better get 
back downstairs. I don't want Freddie to have to wait on me. You'll 
have to come see him soon." 
"Yeah I will," murmurs Annie sorrowfully. 
"Well, see you later Annie." 
Nick descends the stairs in short. slow steps. Reaching the 
street, he turns toward his doorway. He sees the breeze pick up 
the vagabond newspaper from the curb where it has been resting. 
The paper brushes against Nick's trousers as the wind carries it 
into the darkening twilight. 
Attaining his familiar post, Nick hopefully watches the dis-
tant bus stop where the paper skins around the marker then 
dances out of sight. "It's time for that bus, dammit. Hell, they 
never run on time." 
Nick rests against the luggage while his fingers busily taps 
on the smooth leather. The lamp post on the corner suddenly 
comes to life and spotlights the bench next to the bus marker. 
Nick's eyes begin to sparkle as he sees a long, red-and-cream coach 
lumber up to the corner. A young boy who appears only as a small 
rectangle steps from the oven door to the curb. He starts up the 
street toward the waiting figure. 
"Thank God, now we can go," Nick whispers as he watches 
the small figure gradually come closer. 
"My, but he walks straight and proud. He certainly will be a 
credit to me someday. I'm a lucky man to have a son like him." 
Nick is full of gladness. His face beams happily. 
The figure becomes larger and larger. The sound of the boy's 
faint footsteps becomes audible to Nick. The boy progresses 
through the misty air with the fading afternoon silhouetting him 
along with the surrounding buildings. The boy passes Annie's 
doorway with a clicking of heels on the moist sidewalk. 
Nick beams radiantly at the nearing figure. "Ready to go," 
he starts to call. Nick stops as a look of dejection replaces the 
smile. The boy continues his pace on up the street leaving behind 
a slump-shouldered figure leaning on the pile of second-hand lug-
gage. Nothing can be heard from the distance but the faint sound 
of fading footsteps as they retreat into the misty night. 
Once again, the dark, hovering clouds swing low and envelop 
the deserted side street and its solitary figure. 
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MOST INTELLECTUAL 
Any time, any day, you can see these majors in commonsology, 
finishing their theses on bridge, canasta, and other as sordid 
games. He's a card shark (note fin). There they sit, they are so 
sat that they seem to have become a part of the furniture, it 
melting into them and them into it. 
SONNETS ON THE RACE OF MAN 
By George Ridge 
1. Upon that day when earth and sky and sea 
Became one by an act that had no name, 
Man then appeared, but why he could not see; 
Yet man knows that at least somehow he came : 
For his heart bursts from love's unreasoning, 
And his life aches before his life begins; 
His spirit's weary from the world's suffering, 
And his soul burns from uncommitted sins. 
But to abate it all, he draws each breath, 
And yet before he breathes, each breath is gone; 
Escaping life and trying to flee his death, 
He finds his fate beneath a slab of stone: 
Oh, Man's strange, shaken by the cold wind's will, 
But when he's quiet, Man's stranger still. 
2. Ah, there are nine and ninety swans that swim 
Through flitting shadows on the woodlandlake ; 
Mysteriously they glide in fancied whim 
And leave long trails of silver in their wake. 
Wild geese, descending down the flaming sky, 
Turned by the setting sun into a throng 
Of burning arrows, now cry their wild cry 
To mingle with the distant locusts' song ; 
And frogs, like man, within the humming glades, 
Make love with waving willows for their screen, 
While mossy trees, like women, shake their braids ; 
But all the while a man is never seen: 
For Man has disappeared from Earth at last, 
But neither Life nor Death knows that he's passed. 
3. It's not a pleasant thing to die so young, 
But then it's only grief to live so long; 
Yet though I'm dead, know that I have a tongue : 
This singer sings his own immortal song. 
And if my song's too mournful for your ears, 
Remember that it is but wisdom's cost. 
And thinking thus, look on my grave with tears : 
I have but said what you have often thought. 
Then cursing me, know you are cursing Life, 
For we shall be together when all lives end ; 
And think in moments when you sink in strife : 
He wept for Man but never with the men: 
He watched the dreaming world of men go by, 
And now he dreams in turn where these bones lie. 
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LIGHTS IN THE DARKNESS 
By Hermann Morell 
WHEN AT THE BEGINNING of the 20th century Freid-rich Nietzsche set up his desperate question about aim and sense of the human being or of his existence at all, 
it seemed as if all should be lost of great spiritual and other cul-
tural works since the time of the Hohenstaufen- Emperor Fried-
rich II in an aimless digression from the bequest and from the 
tradition of the past. The Christian theory of the universe—the 
insertion of the individual into a given diven world order—had 
been replaced by the inevitable development towards individual-
ism. One result of this development was the overemphasis of the 
Ego and a turning to materialism. The creating line in life and 
art which until this time had been directed toward the spiritual 
realm was now subverted to materialism. The apparent subjection 
of the world by technology resulted in what we today call the 
curse of technique; the subordination of the human spirit to the 
machine. External prosperity could deceive a nation as well as 
the individual about the real situation ; people succeeded in ac-
cumulating wealth, but in the heart of the nation the creative 
spiritual life died. By this time the German people had reached 
their greatest economical and political extension. Industrializa-
tion and exacting scientific work had made the German name well 
known all over the world. But the spiritual life of the nation had 
become sterile or was dead. In poetry it was the time, when the 
so-called poets thought that the spirit of poetry was fulfilled by 
the reproduction of emotions of life by maudlin or coarse words 
which reduced the language from a living, highly cultured part 
of the nation's life to a poor instrument of a still poorer expres-
sion. 
If we compare the German poetry of today with the writings 
at the end of the 19th century it is quite apparent what would 
have happened to the German language had it not been for the 
spired genius of Stefan George. Here was a poet who was able 
to purify the language and to awaken the German people from 
a common tendency towards materialism and from a denial of 
the divine element in life and spirit. Knowing that great poets 
always have to fulfill what fate ordered them to do, we recognize 
that there must be something in a poet which makes him write 
whatever his time needs, no matter whether you call it the voice 
of God or the genius of the poet. We know that the poets did not 
and do not sing their verses behind walls, enjoying the beauty of 
words, but to all men's revealing. So wrote Shakespeare, Dante 
and Goethe at the turn of their people's history ; in the same way 
Homer and the Greek tragedians lived at times when the existence 
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of their nations was endangered. 
Stefan George had to ring in a new German era. He had 
to purify the German language—and he did it. Moreover he be-
came judge and prophet of his people. 
Born in 1868 in the village of Buedesheim near the river 
Rhine which he always considered as connecting France and Ger-
many rather than as separating the two nations, George was 
reared in a region rich with Germanic and Romanic edificial monu-
ments. Through them he enlarged his understanding of art as 
well as through the tradition of his family which made him love 
the French spirit and the French culture. George's life was marked 
by restless wandering. Denmark, England, France, Italy and 
Spain—in all countries he looked for artists who worked for the 
purifying of art, and everywhere the quiet but very impressing 
German poet was honored. It was in Paris that he met the poet, 
Albert Saint-Paul, in a pension in the rue de 1'Abbe d'Epee. A 
short time later George could count among his friends and 
acquaintances these leading French artists Stephan Mallarme, 
Paul Verlaine, de Regnier, Leconte de Lisle, Waclav Policz-Lieder 
and others. In Holland Belgium Albert Verwey and Paul Gerardy 
were among his friends. Andre Gide, who met the German poet 
when George visited Auguste Rodin in 1908 writes about his 
impressions: "Admirable tete de St. G. que depuis longtemps je 
souhaitais connaitre et dont j'admire l'oeuvre, chaque fois que 
je parviens a la comprendre . . . Il s'exprime dans notre langue 
sans faute aucune, encore qu' un peu craintivement semble-t-il, 
et fait preuve d'une connaissance et comprehension surprenantes,  
de nos auteurs, poetes en particulier ; tout ceci sans fatuite, mais 
avec une conscience evidente de son evidente superiorite. (A. Gide, 
Oeuvres completes V. 403). 
In Germany Stefan George with his friends fought bitterly 
against "Schoengeisterei" and exaggerated naturalism which 
had compressed the language of expression as already men-
tioned. In his "Blaetter fuer die Kunt," which are already today 
a rarity on the bookshelves of the famous libraries of the world, 
George made the highest demands about the definition of art 
and artist. According to George art is an absolute eternal value. 
No one, declared George, whose purpose is didactic has under-
stood art and is not worthy even to enter the foyer of art. Poetry 
is more than a happy fabrication of well rhyming verses ; poetry 
is grace, power, force. Poetry is unity of form, unity of con-
tents and unity of the beauty of the word. Every poem is subject 
to this three-part unity regardless of whether it is lyric or 
epic. Poets are born, not educated. Art does not care about the 
applause of the masses. Art has to be created for the absolute 
and eternal value of itself. This doctrine of George brought him 
on one side the enthusiastic admiration of those people who 
missed the true element in the late German poetry, and on the 
other side the hate of the half talented, who had won a place 
in th sun by the applause of the unthinking mass easily satisfied 
with "understandable sweet stories." 
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With hard words George accused his people of having lost 
the ability of understanding the voice of spirit and culture and 
of following false prophets which would lead the nation into chaos. 
"You call it your approach and will not rest 
in torrid frenzy running till all venal 
and base alike, instead of God's red blood 
the pus of idols courses through your veins." 
In his book "Das Neue Reich" he unmasks the untruthful-
ness of the modern war: "The old god of the battles now is 
dead . . . dead dead is a nation when its Gods are dead . . ." 
Here he speaks words which forecast the horrible fate which 
a few years later should be fulfilled in Europe. 
It is not the purpose of these lines to give a biography of a 
German poet, but to point out how this German poet weaved 
his way through the difficulties he had to deal with and refused 
any kind of compromise with the spirit of time. For his conviction 
of the freedom of art he stood like a bulwark against Nazism. 
Hitler, after coming in power, tried to win George over as one 
of the most important intellectual Germans of this time, for his 
party ideology. He offered him the presidency of an academy 
of poetry and other high offices. George however considered giv-
ing an answer to this request to be beneath his dignity. He 
refused to discuss problems of art with the man who, by con-
sistant pressure on the freedom of the artist, tried to create a 
new kind of art which conformed with party ideology. Protesting 
against the continual misinterpretation of his work and against 
the mistreatment of liberty in Germany, George emigrated to 
Switzerland. When Stefan George died in 1933 Hitler wanted to 
take him him to Germany and to bury him with great solemnities 
in a medieval cathedral. But in his last will George had expressed 
that he was not willing to make any compromises with this 
regime and so he was buried in foreign ground. 
The death of Stefan George meant more to the German 
people than just the death of a great poet. His genius was con-
nected with an eminent strength of character and will. With 
him the German nation lost in a deciding hour the voice which 
was able, in spite of terror and dictatorship, to burn a clear NO 
into the hearts of the people. In the night of compulsion and 
terror which now fell on the German people for 12 long years, 
George's work was a source of solace and strength. In the period 
of Hitler's regime the words of Stefan George and the few other 
great German poets who could stay in Germany was like a light 
in the darkness which not until 1945 was replaced by a new, 
hopeful beginning. They all lived in danger and under pressure. 
I remember the swooning wrath which went through the country 
when the poet Ernst Wiechert was put in a concentration camp 
for his frank words against Nazism, whereas at the same time 
his books were glorified by the party. Lies and compulsion all 
over Germany until in 1945 poetry, free poetry, could be read 
again! It was soul-stirring to see how they came out of their cellars, 
(Continued on Page 33) 
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MOST WITTY 
The campus wit is always selected for his keen sense of humor. 
Here he is shown convulsing a classmate with one of his original 
jokes. 
their ruins, the deceived people, the beaten people having lost 
everything, now listening to the poets who read in the German 
towns about the eternal freedom of the human spirit and about 
the eternal divine justice: words which had been forbidden for 
twelve years and which now had the significance of a new Gospel, 
a way from darkness to light and to new dignity. 
Maybe the terrible war has broken the creative ability in 
many young Germans. But I believe that erected on the words 
of our remained greats one day a new German art will be de-
veloped. After the war Ernst Wiechert in his "Rede an die 
deutsche Jugend" pointed out, that not national pride will lead to 
peace but the eforts of youth to become acquainted with the 
culture of the town nation as well as with those of other nations. 
Not hate and feelings of revenge will rebuild the world but the un-
derstanding of the people behind the borders. To love and honour 
the dignity of mankind and to tolerate the foreign spirit is the 
content of the works of the modern German poets such as 
Stefan George, Hermann Hesse, Rainer Maria Rilke, Ricarda 
Huch, Ruth Schaumann, Hans Carossa, Ernst Wiechert and R. 
Alexander Schroeder. It is not possible to deal here with the 
works of these poets. But I would like to quote a few lines of 
Ernst Wiechert which he wrote in his book "Totenwald," which 
deals with his time in the concentration camp: 
"I wrote this book 
as a monument to the dead, 
as a shame to the living, 
as a warning to the coming generations." 
He wrote his book as a monument to those who have died 
for the freedom of man and the liberty of the human spirit; as 
a shame to those who have lost their honour and have stepped 
on the dignity of humanity; as a warning to us all, however, to 
be conscious of our responsibility before our respective nations 
and to be filled with the resolve to study and guard the culture 
of our own nation as well as to study, honour and respect the cul-
ture of foreign nations and so to serve and help build an ever-
lasting understanding between our peoples. This and only this 
can mean peace as well as the preservation of those cultural 
values which have remained after two wars from the heritage 
of a past of thousands of years. 
TOPTURVISY 
FROM ALL THE PEOPLE 
By Fred M. Arnold, Jr. 
TOPTURVISY is based upon a simple rule—
The viewpoint makes the wise man or the fool. 
If you find in daily life a boring lameness, 
A routine grind, a weary repetitious sameness, 
DON'T DETERIORATE! 
JUST TOPTURVATE! 
Stand on your head ; remember that a frown 
Becomes a smile when you turn it upside down. 
ANEMONE 
By Sylvia Smith 
His letter, addressed but commended not to her ; 
Instead, to the white small flower in her garden: 
Which he had found 
Before the days of man. 
She wears the flower in her hair. 
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THE EDUCATION OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 
By Stewart Patterson 
THE STREETS of Williamsburg were bright with spring flowers and a warm southern wind ruffled the dogwood trees. At the College of William and Mary, Peter Jefferson's 
son Tom walked through the portals and enlisted his name as a 
student. It was only an important occasion for Tom. It was an 
occasion old Peter had dreamed about for many years until his 
death. His own education had been gained the hard way—by 
reading and by observation. And he never felt that it was ade-
quate, although his back-country neighbors placed a high rate 
upon his intelligence and ability. But he had always been certain 
that young Tom would make a good scholar, and the boy had 
been sent to school at the age of five. At the age of nine Tom 
had begun studying Latin and French. Now he was seventeen, 
and as he gazed about him at William and Mary he knew in his 
heart that life had really begun. 
Before much time passed the tall, lank farmer's son was at 
the top of his class. He soon became noted throughout the college 
for exceptional brilliance, and he was a favorite of the two fore-
most teachers in Colonial America, both of whom held posts at 
William and Mary. Dr. William Small, the Scottish mathematician 
and philosopher, who saw future grandeur where others saw 
nothing but tobacco fields, and George Wyeth, Virginia's most 
famous legal mind, invited Tom to join them in learned discus-
sions around the table of Governor Fauquier. 
"To the habitual conversations on these occasions," wrote 
Jefferson modestly, "I owed much instruction." 
At the end of two years, Tom had finished his college work, 
but he continued to study law until he was the equal of his friend 
and teacher, George Wyeth. 
In 1767, Thomas Jefferson began his career as a lawyer. His 
merits were widely appreciated and his practice grew heavy. In 
1769 he added political service to his other work. Yet he did not 
cease to regard himself as a student. He never quit learning. 
His two years at college and his five years as a law student 
merely ushered in a long life of self-cultivation and intellectual 
development. 
There are those who think that Jefferson was a man of or-
dinary intelligence who achieved intellectual distinct on through 
hard work, good management, and diligence. He was no genius. 
His errors as a statesman were many, and his literary skill was 
not so- consistently great as his one splendid effort, the Declara-
tion of Independence, would lead us to suppose. 
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The fact remains that he was the best all-around scholar of 
his day in the new world. He was the one-main brain-trust of the 
Revolution. And he left to us the most precious part of our demo-
cratic philosophy, so that Americans today live by his words and 
state his ideas as their own. 
Thomas Jefferson worked for all he got. The gods did not 
favor him with a constant flow of inspiration. But he was a man 
who had an instinct for the good life. His erudition was rooted 
in the bedrock of character. Whenever he determined that a cer-
tain action would make life better and happier he took that action 
and firmly rejected any course that would give pleasure at the 
expense of ultimate good. As a mountain man who had built his 
house against the sky, he was accustomed to long views. 
Jefferson believed above all else in the value of knowledge. 
He considered that the highest form of happiness evolved from 
knowledge and that every point of ethics depended upon knowl-
edge. How was one to choose the good without knowledge of 
what constituted good as distinguished from evil? Knowledge 
was not only a boon in itself. It was the wellspring of everything 
valuable in life. 
As for his own religion and philosophy, Jefferson claimed to 
be a Christian in his attitude toward others and an Epicurean in 
the government of himself. "I too am an Epicurean," he said, "I 
consider the genuine (not the imputed) doctrines of Epicurus as 
containing everything rational in moral philosophy which Greece 
and Rome have left us." Jefferson, as a good lawyer who liked 
to put ideas onto paper, wrote the following syllabus of the moral 
doctrines of Epicurus : 
"Happiness is the aim of life, virtue the foundation of hap-
piness, utility the test of virtue. Pleasure is 'active' and 'in-do-
lent'. In-do-lence is the absence of pain, the true felicity. 'Active' 
consists in agreeable motion ; it is not happiness but the means 
to produce it. Thus the absence of hunger is an article of felicity, 
eating the means to obtain it. The summum bonum is to be not 
pained in body nor troubled in mind, i.e., in-do-lence of body, 
tranquility of mind. To procure tranquility of mind, we must 
avoid desire and fear, the two principal diseases of the mind. Man 
is a free agent. Virtue consists in prudence, temperence, fortitude, 
justice; to which are opposed folly, desire, fear, deceit. 
In his personal pursuit of happiness, Jefferson was remark-
ably diligent. Having started somewhere he was like one of his 
Blue Ridge river: he arrived at his distination despite granite ob-
stacles. And thte harassing minor incidentts of everyday existence 
never stopped him. If there were mountains in his way, he cut 
through them; if there were nagging rocks, he glided cheerfully 
past them. The day would have been lost, he thought, if at bedtime 
he could not give himself a good accounting for every minute 
of time. He never deprived himself of a well-spent day. "Should 
there be any little intervals in the day," he said, "fill them up by 
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reading Lowthe's Grammar." 
Nevertheless, as a wise manager of his activities, he left sev-
eral hours a day for fun. He delighted in horseback riding. He had 
a number of absorbing hobbies. He was a good violinist. He loved 
wildlife, and for a long time one of his best friends was a mock-
ingbird which he kept in his office at the White House. Sophisti-
cated foreign diplomats were startled when for the first time 
they would enter the president's room and find him talking to a 
bird perched upon his shoulder. Today visitors at Monticello are 
surprised and fascinated by the curious labor-saving devices Jef-
ferson invented. In his youth, he was fond of all sports, and in 
his old age he would advise the young fellows to get outdoors 
with a gun or a fishing rod. 
He believed in play as well as work. But even play, he thought, 
should be planned and used wisely as an instrument for the at-
tainment of ultimate good in the pursuit of happiness. Idleness 
was unforgivable. 
Jefferson's life was a masterpiece. No man was ever happier 
and few men have been more useful. The value of real education 
is exemplified in this man's character. He was careful to shape his 
whole life in the mould of learning. And all his learning was di-
rected toward happiness—for himself and for others. His formula 
was simple: 
1. Learn to distinguish the right from the wrong in thought 
and action. 
2. Have the courage to follow the right course. 
3. Become thoroughly acquainted with the world by accumu-
lating all kinds of knowledge. 
4. Practice diligence and order in the use of time. 
5. Love yourself, your fellowman, and every good thing under 
the sun. 
6. Be courageous in adversity and grateful in felicity. 
Thomas Jefferson was a mighty oak, growing greater with 
the passage of years. He was mighty because he tapped the full 
power of civilization and drew sustenance from the vast deposit 
of man's wisdom which he found in books. And he ca 11Pd the use 
of this deposit "education." 
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HER LAST LETTER 
By Inga Huber 
I HAD LIVED with the Nilssons for three years and almost become a third member of their family. Therefore I felt really 
sad when the day came for me to leave this friendly couple and 
move to another town. But at that time I had no idea how fatal 
my move would be to my friends. 
Lena Nilsson was a jolly companion. She was quite musical—
she loved to play and sing ; and we used to go to the theaters 
together. She was no particularly interested in house-
keeping, but she never grumbled over her cooking and cleaning, 
washing and mending; she did her work playfully, not much con-
cerned about the result. I never quite understood how she came 
to marry a man of such contrasting character as Evert, a zealous 
and reliable policeman, who was almost dull in his serious care for 
every triviality in life. He constantly tried to educate his wife to a 
sort of fastidiousness she could never adopt. Frequently, he com-
plained over the clothes brush lying up-side-down, from his point 
of view, on the hatshelf, or over the kitchen-broom leaning against 
the wall instead of hanging on its nob. "It's not good for the 
bristles, you know," he explained to his wife at least five times 
a week. 
Nevertheless, Evert was a kind fellow and a devoted husband. 
Evert and Lena had to avoid all extravagancies to make ends 
meet, but on Lena's 25th birthday he presented her with an old-
fashioned silver ring with a pale blue oval moonstone in a tasteful 
setting of tiny coal-crystals. Lena apparently overestimated its 
value in money—a mistake that should later indirectly cost her 
her life—but she was not curious about how Evert could afford 
such a precious gift; she was just happy about it. I kent silent, 
but suddenly understood why I had seen Evert step into the pawn-
broker's shop on the other side of the street a few days aqo ; and 
I remembered that Evert for two months had avoided his 
usual bottle of evening beer and his Sunday cigar. 
Now, two years later, Lena had become more restless than 
playful. I believe that she had reached a dangerous point in her 
marriage when the monotony of her daily life caused her to long 
for a change. She felt lonely because her husband did not share 
her tastes, and she was unable to take pleasure in his way of living. 
He might have noticed her quiet discontent but he never under-
stood how to help her. 
On Saturdays when Lena wished Evert to accompany her to 
a concert, he preferred to stay at home and read the evening 
paper. Thus, it sometimes happened that she went to a movie or a 
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theater with me or alone, just leaving a note for Evert where she 
was gone. On Sundays when Lena proposed a bike-ride to a coun-
try dance or a village festival, Evert rather liked to sit on the 
nearby quai with his fishing rod and watch the float all day long. 
They never quarreled over their differing interests; but if by 
chance Evert decided to take Lena out, he did it with such a deep 
sigh of reluctance that it killed her joy for the whole evening. 
Evert and Lena had their home high up in the attic of an old-
fashioned house on a narrow street in "The Town Between The 
Bridges," the oldest part of Stockholm. They had a large kitchen 
serving for dining room, workroom, and sitting-room; and on the 
opposite side of the well-staircase there were two bedchambers. 
In the bigger one stood the treasure of the home, a spinet piano 
that Lena had inherited and that she loved to play whenever the 
room was empty. This room they rented for a small sum to board-
ers who had not too big pretentions for comfort. Its small deep-
splayed window overlooked the harbor, crowded with ships from 
distant countries ; and also a part of the glittering bay with white 
sails gliding over the blue surface was visible from that window. 
One morning Lena stood at my window counting the sails of 
the lucky people who could spend their leisure time on the water. 
She turned around, jumped up, and settled herself in the window-
splay with her feet against one wall and her back against the 
other. "You know what, I've always longed to make a trip with one 
of these big steamers down there in the harbor," she said, "but 
the greatest project Evert ever had was to rent a canoe for the 
vacation last summer. I was planning a trip for a few weeks along 
the shores of the Baltic but, of course, Evert wanted .to stay in a 
bay and try his luck in catching pike." She never had much in 
common with her husband. 
On the last day I stayed at Nilsson's the new boarder came 
to put his luggage in my room. He was an attractive young fellow 
with quick eyes and a light-hearted smile. His long hair and thick 
whiskers and the easel in his luggage were evidences that he was 
a student of the nearby Academy of Art. 
A few weeks later, when I had settled in my new home, I 
received a rather alarming letter from Lena. After questioning me 
about my new job, she wrote without further explanation: "Please 
remain my friend whatever happens. Anders has brought new 
happiness into my life." I merely guessed that Anders was the 
young artist. 
Not long thereafter—I believe in the very same month— I got 
a real shock when glancing at my Stockholm morning paper. On 
the first side there was a paragraph about a streetcar accident in 
"Vasterlanggatan," the narrow street where I had lived. "Young 
Woman Overrun by Streetcar; Seriously Injured." And in the last 
minute news : "The victim, Mrs. Lena Nilsson, dies on way to hos-
pital." My first impulse was to phone Evert at once, but I decided 
to wait until my next visit to Stockholm the following day. 
In the huge waiting hall of Stockholm's Central Station where 
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people hurried to and fro without paying any attention to each 
other and where trains were called every other minute, I bumped 
into Anders, the last boarder in Lena's home. None of us was in a 
hurry, so we stopped to talk. 
"I suppose you've heard about Lena ?" Anders asked. 
"Yes, I saw it in the paper. How is Evert ? I'll try to see him 
today." 
"He will be home today. I'm just coming from the funeral." 
Anders shook his head as if to chase away an ache. 
Sometimes, on a journey in a dusky waiting-room like this 
there seems to be a need to talk confidentally to a sympathetic 
stranger. And Anders did. Perhaps the very impersonality of the 
croowed waiting-room made it easier for him to open his heart. 
"I know you were Lena's friend, and so was I—but nothing 
in the world did I want this to happen," Anders almost whispered. 
I felt bewildered. "No, of course not ;" I answered, "but you 
couldn't prevent a thing like that from happening, could you ?" 
"Yes," he said, "perhaps I could have. You know, I feel rather 
of guilty and what I'm talking about isn't really the very accident 
but what happened to Lena before. We had such a good time to-
gether. I liked to talk to her and hear her sing and play ; and some-
times she seemed to be sad and lonesome, so I tried to cheer her 
up. Really, I never meant to break her marriage; but she fell in 
love with me. When I came home at night I used to find affec-
tionate notes from her in my room, but I never took them too 
seriously. When I won a scholarship to Italy for next semester, I 
knew that Lena would be sad. I preferred not to tell her until the 
very last minute. I was afraid of talking things over with her and 
decided to leave without a goodbye. But the evening I was packing 
Lena happened to come into my room and I had to explain. She 
wished to go with me, but I frankly declared I had not enough 
money to support both of us. She wouldn't listen to me. She said 
her ring would take care of the trip and she could work. I guess 
you saw that ring. She thought she could get some money on it at 
the pawnbrokers right away." Anders paused for a moment and 
then a little embarrassed, said, "I asked Lena what about Evert, and 
she answered she had beetter tell Evert the truth : that she was sick 
of his sort of a life and was going to leave him forever. She sat 
down at once and wrote the letter. After a while I heard her hurry 
down the stairs to get to the pawnbroker before he closed. I went 
over to the kitchen to have some water and there I saw her letter 
to Evert on the table. While I was trying to figure out a solution 
in a friends home wasn't fit to judge "truth." By what moral or 
I lit a cigarette and leaned out through the open window. I saw 
Lena dash out in the narrow street right in front of a streetcar. 
For a moment I stood paralyzed. When I got down in the street 
there was already a crowd. Lena died in the ambulance." Anders 
stopped, pressed his lips together, and his voice was hoarse when 
he continued, "I was relieved from saying goodbye to her but it 
should not have happened this way." He paused again. 
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My heart was cramped. I thought on the double shock for 
Evert and how he may have felt when he found Lena's cruel, 
written goodbye. "If she had just not written that last letter," I 
sighed. 
Anders looked long at me and eventually he said gently, 
"Well, I was worried about that too, so I saved Evert from reading 
it." And after a moment he added, "The envelope was unsealed so 
I put in another letter." Anders noticed that I was puzzled, so he 
explained, "You know, I still had a few of Lena's notes to me." 
With the flash of an uneasy smile he shrugged his shoulders and 
finished, "Never mind ; it was a dirty trick, perhaps ; but I don't 
regret it." 
The Zurich express was called out. "That's my train," Anders 
said, "now I'm finally on my way to Italy. Goodbye!" He waved 
his cap and disappeared in the crowd. 
A few hours later I was sitting in Lena's kitchen talking to 
Evert. He told me about the accident and how he was called to 
the hospital. "I came too late," he said, "but still in a way Lena 
told me a wonderful goodbye; but, of course, she didn't mean it 
as a goodbye. Look what she wrote me the very last day. I found 
it here on the table where she used to leave her notes when she 
expected me to be home before her." 
Evert drew a letter from his pocket and handed it to me. I 
hesitated for a moment and then said : 
"My Dear, 
I have been waiting for your footsteps on the staircase and 
listening for your voice to call my name. You brought so much 
happiness into my life! 
I'll soon be back. Please wait for me ! 
Love—Lena" 
Evert looked elated and said slowly as to himself, "This was 
her very last letter. She must have loved me very much." 
T. V. 
By Bill Carson 
If all the house is dark, 
But for a bluish glow, 
You think they may be out 
For bridge or for a show. 
If to knock or not to, 
Is your big decision, 
Knock. They're at home 
Watching Television. 
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THE SUBSTITUTE 
By Sarah Yancey 
rirHE CROWD SURGED forward as the tape was broken to end the final track meet of the year. Amid the deafening 
roar of the thrilled spectators, I could hardly hear myself 
think as my trainer threw a jacket around my shoulders and kept 
me walking. My face dripped perspiration and I felt sticky and 
hot all over. I looked around me and the swarming sea of faces 
all seemed strange. Grandstand and sidelines alike were packed 
today and it was next to impossible to find anyone, so I gave up 
trying. A hush had fallen over the crowd, for the judges were an-
nouncing the winners ; and, as usual, my best friend, Harry Hop-
kins, came in first with me only on arm's length behind. I looked 
for Harry's face through the crowd; and as I ran to congratulate 
him, I couldnt' help wondering why — just once in a while — I 
couldn't be first instead of second. Oh, well, at least our colege 
freshman team had done it again—put men in both first and sec-
ond places. 
At that moment I got a slap on the back and I turned to see 
Harry's impish grin. "Great race, Buck ; without you up there in 
front, too, we would have lost the cup this year." 
"Well, with my coaching, you didn't do too badly yourself, my 
boy." In a light mood we walked to the dressing room followed by 
cries of, "Congratulations, Harry!" or "What'd you let him beat 
you for, Buck ?" Harry swelled with pride now, all 6' 11/2" of him. 
(That 1/2" he lacked to measure up to my 6' 2" was his pet peeve.) 
Why he should complain about this I'll never know, for he had 
girls and teachers alike babying him like a 10-month-old. When 
those white teeth gleamed from his dark skin topped by twinkling 
blue eyes and wavy black hair, he had everything in skirts cater-
ing to him like a harem to a sultan. My blond-haired, brown-eyed 
combination had always been my pride and joy (in spite of the 
fact that my crowning glory was curly), but I just don't have the 
showmanship it takes to put myself over with some people. 
My thoughts had been wandering thus while we were dress-
ing, but a shout from Harry under the shower brought me back 
to the present. "Hey, Buck, how 'bout a swim tomorrow ?" 
"0. K. by me, champ; we ought to get in shape for that high 
diving contest, anyway. Right now, I'm kind of tired, though. 
Think I'll shove off and call it a day." 
"Not me, boy. I got a date with the cutest trick you ever saw. 
A five-foot-two, eyes of blue, modern Venus sho 'nough. I'll whistle 
at you as I get in from taking her home; it'll probably -be early 
enough to swim by then." 
"0. K., Harry, see you then. I've got to pick up dad, so I'm 
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going on." 
"Yeh—I'll probably have to push my crate home. If I don't 
make it in half an hour, come looking for me." 
Dad was ready when I got to the bank, so we got home in no 
time flat. I wanted to be rested for our swim tomorrow, so I ate 
early and hit the hay. 
"Dum-da da da dum-de dum!" was the sound that woke me as 
Harry knocked on my door. I propped myself up on my elbows and 
called to him, "Hey, Casanova, come on in while I dress and tell 
me about your blonde business." 
Harry yelled to my kid sister through her open door and ton! 
her to get up. I could just picture Bet's hero-worshipping eyes 
following him into my room. She jumped right up at his words; 
but if mom had called her,• she would have slept till noon. 
Harry gave me a detailed account of his last night's date 
while I dressed and we ate breakfast. She was something pretty 
special. But then, even if she hadn't been, Harry wouldn't have 
said anything bad about her. He was really one swell guy in spite 
of the fact that everything was handed to him on a silver platter. 
If he couldn't say something nice about a person, he just didn't 
say anything at all. When he had finished his soliloqy on this 
particular girl, I had caught enough to know that she was the cute 
new freshman I'd had my eye on for a week. Oh, well, Harry is my 
best friend. 
I grabbed a pair of trunks and a towel and followed Harry out 
the door. It was a beautiful day for doing anything outside, but 
the sweltering heat made me hope that the wind would be blowing 
by afternoon when I had to pitch for baseball practice. Harry's 
car started with a jerk and we were off—both of us thankful for 
the fact that we had no Saturday classes. 
The drive from our part of town to the lake was one of the 
most pleasant in our city and it took about half an hour. Harry and 
I talked about final exams and about the jobs we hoped to get this 
summer. Harry wanted to do full time life-guarding, and I wanted 
part time jobs doing both life-guarding and radio announcing. We 
had reached the lake now, and I grabbed our bathing suits from 
the back seat of the car and we jumped out. 
Surprisingly enough, we had the lake to ourselves except for 
a few older men in faded khakies who were fishing further down. 
Our paved, straight lake-shore drive was one of the most beauti-
ful sights for miles around; and for the moment we just stood 
watching the flashes of maroon, blue, and yellow as the natives or 
tourists sped by. White sand touched the grey pavement then roll-
ed along, ending in the beautiful blue-green breakers, topped by 
the clearest sky I've ever seen. Harry and I raced over the boat 
dock where the bath houses stood in unfinished knotty pine. We 
changed in a flash and swam lazily out to the diving boards, 
saving our strength for racing later on. I marveled at the pure 
white of the platformed dock in the center of the lake with diving 
boards of all heights rising from it. As I climbed up the ladder, 
dripping wet, I was cool at last . 
I enviously watched Harry's tanned broad shoulders as he 
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lifted himself from the water. I thought what a shame it was that 
such bodily perfection had been wasted on a boy who had every-
thing else. "Boy, that's nothing but fine," Harry said, yawning 
loudly. "Golly, I'd stretch a mile if I didn't have to walk back. 
Think I'll dive awhile to wake up more." So Harry did a couple of 
jacknives while I took them straight and easy from the top-most 
board. 
Our bodies slithered through the refreshing waves that rip-
pled over us every now and then as a motor boat whizzed by. Har-
ry helped me with the under-water crawl for a while; and when 
I would tire, we stopped to tread water and carry on our usual easy 
banter. 
"Say, Buck, while you're practicing, I'm going to swim around 
to the boat dock and rent us a row boat. I'll breeze back by and 
pick you up." 
"0. K., muscle man ; if the boat gets to be too much for you, 
just whistle." 
"Listen, Rosy, anytime I can't row or swim circles around you 
there'll be a brass band playing 'Who'd have thought it.' " With 
that he was off, just managing to dodge the water ball I threw. 
I floated peacefully back to the platform, crawled up, and 
started swatting water spiders. Then I heard Harry yell. I looked 
up and noticed he was about half way between me and the boat 
dock. He waved and shouted something that I didn't understand. 
I stood up, still thinking he just wanted to tell me something, 
when I saw him flounder around and fight the water yelling at 
the top of his lung, "Cramp, Buck ! Come quick!" 
A frozen fear gripped me and held me paralyzed to the spot. 
I could neither speak nor dive as I stared into the once-beautiful, 
now black sea of death, that was torturing Harry. After what 
seemed hours of terrorized agony I swam like a bolt of lighting 
to the dark pool where I had last glimpsed Harry, his words pound- 
ing in my ears like a brass band 
	  
Jake, the boatman, got to us just as I blacked out. What hap-
pened after that I hope I never know. I remember hearing sirens 
and voices as the crowd of passing motorists gathered, but the 
next thing I knew I was at home with mom and dad standing over 
me and Bet sobbing in the background. I remember hoping that I 
could take Harry's place for Bet, and that she wouldn't hate me 
forever by holding his death against me. Oh, if only I hadn't joked 
with him just a minute before about his needing help; if only I 
had understood what he yelled the first time; if only I hadn't 
thought he was such a good swimmer (as he was everything else) 
that he couldn't need help; if only I hadn't just stood there when 
he needed me for once in his life; oh, if only 
	  
Week after week I went around as though in a daze, taking 
no interest whatever in either family affairs or friends. I had ter-
ribly morose days when I seemed to know nothing. My friends still 
included me in everything they did, and finally during that sum-
mer I started going around with the crowd again—never singling 
out one person or dating. Boys and girls alike were most tactful, 
but I know they thought I had changed a lot—as I had. I still' 
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trembled when swimming was mentioned and, of course, I never 
went near the water any more. I had even thrown away my bath-
ing suit. 
Knowing that my unusually quiet manner was making the 
kids talk, I became increasingly reserved, and finally toward the 
end of the summer, as time for the starting of school neared, I 
took a turn for the worse. This I'm sure was just from dreading 
to face teachers, students, and all that sympathy at once. My 
Parents decided the best thing to do would be to send me to Johns 
Hopkins, so I was packed and gone before everyone even realized 
it. 
My days in this hospital were one of mingled fear and relief. 
Fear every time I thought too hard or too long . . . Relief every 
time I could forget my past experience even for the briefest mom-
ent and enjoy the many activities provided by this wonderful 
place. The nurses were a source of constant joy and amusement 
to me, as were some of the other patients. I even got up the nerve 
and courage to date once in a while. 
Then one day I decided to write to a boy who had been a close 
friend of mine all my life, and he answered so quickly that I didn't 
find it hard at all to keep up a steady correspondence. This made 
me look forward to my homecoming with much less dread than 
before, as I knew Johnny would keep the gang posted now, and 
they would know what to expect when I did get well and return 
to sehool. 
At the end of about six months, I was decidedly better and very 
willing to take up my old life, even though at night I still thought 
about Harry, or the "Champ," as I had called him .Soon after I 
reached home, Johnny and I visited a girl we had grown un with, 
just to see how things would go. I'm pretty sure Johnny had called 
to prepare her, but things went along so smoothly that the ice 
was broken. I fell into the swing of things and started in school 
the second semester, knowing that by the next summer I woad 
be able to make up the 1st semester's work I had missed. 
During these next years in college, I grew to be more and 
more like Harry had been. I had become the new track star, fav-
orite baseball and football player, and a favorite with my teachers. 
In spite of my active interest and participation in athletics, I kept 
up my good average in all subjects. It was now my name that was 
called for the 1st place instead of 2nd, and when I realized this I 
strove for more of a likeness of Harry than ever before; as if by 
living and being like him I could in some small way replace him in 
the hearts of the people who had loved and lost him. 
As time for my college graduation grew nearer, I began to 
think more and more about Harry and how we had both been 
working toward the same degree. Here I was alive, healthy, and 
graduating—Cum Laude—while Harry . . . . Well, Harry didn't 
get the chance to try for top honors or any of the other things I 
had now added to my record. 
We sat in our last chapel service of the year when the awards 
were to be presented. We, the graduating class, sat soberly listen-
ing to the addresses being made by the various speakers. We felt 
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none of the cock-sureness we had felt when graduating from high 
school, but only the realization of our responsible positions soon to 
be taken in this world. The college president had now stepped for-
ward to make the presentation of the most coveted award a senior 
could receive—the Kenny-Dolphin Award. No one really heard the 
preliminary words. And then came the announcement of the win-
ner's name. No one was more surprised than I when I heard my 
own name called. As I accepted this award and moved slowly back 
to my seat, the name of Harry Hopkins seemed to glow at me from 
the trophy instead of my own—Buck Hopkins—Harry's brother. 
PERSPECTIVE 
By Sylvia Smith 
I was reading over a diary . . . 
My own, of course: 
Snatches of poetry, descriptions, moods, 
Pressed flowers denoting early spring, remembered walks ; 
Along with all the 'whys' of a twenty-year-old. 
There were the answers too, about every five pages, 
Of certain famous writers whose quotations 
Made my book . . . look scholarly. 
Admittedly, I could have been thinking of my biographers. 
(Who that keeps a journal does not ?) 
Yes, of those who, a hundred years from now might find it 
Midst the atomic dust and rust of a civilization : 
They might remark about my literary company, 
My translations from the French, 
And why I changed so often the color of my ink. 
Ha! Silly mortal, harboring the wish 
To be immortal. 
The premeditated perspective hopefully planned for. 
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MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED 
He's a music major with a minor in political science. His grades 
aren't very good, but everyone thinks he just looks like a Presi-
dent. 
MOST! 

